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INTRODUCTION 

CURE was a multi-faceted project for curriculum reform in partner higher education institutions 

(HEIs) in Israel and Georgia.  An important focus of the project was to improve the level of 

curriculum for teacher training (TT) programmes, with the piloting of five (5) new courses (CURE 

courses) to promote civic values, principles of democracy and active citizenship, which hitherto had 

been absent from programmes run by the partner organisations. 

 

HEIs were required to first pilot and then integrate the CURE courses developed for this purpose 

within their existing programmes of study. The HEIs involved in piloting the CURE courses were: 

Gordon Academic College of Education (GACE); Sakhnin College for Teacher Training (SAK); David 

Yellin Academic College of Education (DCY); Givat Washington College of Education (GWACE) in 

Israel; and Samtskhe-Javakheti State University (SJSU); Ivan Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University 

(TSU); Batumi Shota Rustaveli State University (BSU); Ilia State University (ISU); Kutaisi University 

(KU) in Georgia.  

 

The project targeted teacher training programmes as it recognised that teachers have a pivotal role 

in preparing the next generation of students to become civic-minded, ethical, responsible and active 

citizens, values that are so important for society, not just for today but also for the future of 

humanity.  The project’s ethos embodied the words of G.K. Chesterton (English writer, philosopher, 

1894-1936): “Education is simply the soul of a society as it passes from one generation to another.” 

 

ABOUT THIS REPORT 

This report focuses on the five CURE courses developed for the project, but it is not an evaluation of 

the quality of the courses per se.  The course content, structure and assessment methods were 

meticulously planned and closely monitored by the project’s own Quality Assurance Measures 

(QAM).  Neither is it a comparative study.  The purpose of this report is to provide an overall 

qualitative evaluation as to what extent the CURE courses have been piloted and integrated in the 

HEIs, and whether anything has changed as a result.  The materials used for the evaluation were: 

 

I. Course Syllabi 

II. Review of the feedback from 1,921 students from 67 of CURE’s courses.  
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III. External evaluator’s notes of conversations with project partners, staff and students at the 

6th Consortium Meeting, Tel Aviv, Israel, June 2019; and during field visits to TSU and ISU, 

November 2019.  

IV. Field monitoring reports on the HEIs in Israel and Georgia prepared by EU partners. 

 

THE CURE COURSES  

The five new courses were: (i) Global Challenges in the 21st Century in Promoting Active Citizenship 

and Civic Education (GC); (ii) Civic Education for Sustainability (CES); (iii) Promoting Active Citizenship 

(PAC); (iv) Civic Education and Democracy in Israel: Challenges & Pathways (CEDIL); and (v) Civic 

Education and Democracy in Georgia: Challenges & Pathways (CEDGEO).   

 

Of these, three are related to universal issues on civic education and democracy, and two are region-

specific on challenges in Israel and Georgia.   

 

Global Challenges in the 21st Century in Promoting Active Citizenship and Civic Education (GC) 

This online course can also be used for frontal teaching.  It includes theoretical principles of civic 

education which students will be able to apply to address issues in their community.  Using Problem 

Based Learning (PBL) students will gain analytical and critical thinking tools and develop civic values 

such as personal responsibility, promoting equality and social justice. 

 

Civic Education for Sustainability (CES)  

This course provides students with knowledge relating to issues of environmental sustainability 

globally and locally (VaKE).  With PBL methods students will transfer this knowledge into active 

pedagogy and build lesson plans for educating children to be environmentally aware and active 

citizens.  

 

Promoting Active Citizenship (PAC) 

This course promotes “civic education as lived practice” (Leighton, Peterson and West).  Students 

gain competences in practising civic obligations towards the common good, including the capacity to 

listen to others and oneself when in active dialogue. 

 

Civic Education and Democracy in Israel: Challenges & Pathways (CEIL)   

Civic Education and Democracy in Georgia: Challenges & Pathways (CEGEO) 

These two region-specific courses relate to the different social contexts of Israel and Georgia. 

Students will gain skills for civic-empathy and approach the idea of democracy as “here and now” 

experience.  

 

IMPLEMENTATION   

In total 117 pilots were delivered either as full courses (24%) or modules were integrated in existing 

programmes (76%).  110 courses are fully accredited.  18% of the courses were MA level.  In Georgia, 

ETCS credits ranged from 5-6, and in Israel they were 3-6 ETCS equivalent credit worth.  A total of 

4,416 students participated in these courses.  Full detail of the name and module of the CURE 

courses integrated with the title and level of study programmes at the HEIs, and the number of 

students per course, are provided in the Excel sheet in the project’s final report.  Below is an overall 
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summary, first by institution and then by course name, of the CURE courses that were 

piloted/implemented.    

 

BY INSTITUTION 

GACE (Israel) 

17 courses at GACE were upgraded and 118 modules from CURE courses were integrated in these 

courses.  Modules from GC and PAC were used extensively in Children’s Rights in and through 

Education; Stories and Challenges and Hope: Immigrants in Israeli Education System; Dialogue 

through Media; and Media Literacy. Modules from CES were used in the teaching of Environmental 

Protection and Education for Sustainability. CEIL modules were taught in Education in a Multi-

Cultural Society; Coping of Teaching Staff with Education and Dilemmas and with Israel’s Journey of 

Hope. 

 

SAK (Israel) 

10 pilot courses integrated CURE’s modules into existing course.  Modules from GC, PAC and CES 

were widely used in Children’s Rights through Education; Community Place-making – College 

Story/Community Building; Practical Narrative – Creative Writing; Meaningful Conversation with 

Campus Community; The Dynamic Model – Learning Community; Professional Development of 

Gifted Student Teachers; Specialising in Future – Oriented Pedagogy. 

 

DYC (Israel) 

Eight  courses were piloted – four incorporated modules from GC, PAC and CEIL: Moral Education; 

Issues in Integrative Education in Arab Society; Introduction to Informal Education; Variations and 

Diversity in Israeli Society; two participatory leadership courses in Israeli-Jewish, Religious-non-

religious. 

 

GWACE (Israel) 

10 courses were piloted – all integrated into existing courses. In addition, GC, PAC and CEIL modules 

were used in Promoting a Healthy Life Style in Various Age Groups; Jewish History in Poland; Active 

Citizenship and Democracy in Education; Social Involvement; Values and Their Evolvement in 

Literature; Gender and Democracy according to Jewish Sages; Hydrotherapy for Disabled; Self-

Advocacy for the Mentally Challenged in the Community. 

 

ISU (Georgia) 

17 courses pilot – 5 fully and 12 partially: CES; GC; PAC and CEGEO. Modules from CEGEO were also 

used in History Teaching Methods; Civic Competences; Development of Students’ Competencies 

through History/Informal Education; Primary School Teacher Preparatory Programme; Pedagogical 

Practice; Pedagogical Ethics. 

 

TSU (Georgia) 

A total of 23 pilots were carried out, including 4 fully and 19 partially. The course CEGEO was piloted 

four times as a full course at MA level. Modules from GC, CES and PAC were taught extensively in 

English Language Structure and Contemporary Methods of Teaching; Academic English; Children’s 

Rights; Basic Foundation of Pedagogy; Theory of Education and Teaching; Introduction in Pedagogy. 
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SJSU (Georgia) 

SJSU ran 17 pilots.  This institution piloted CES as a full course, four times in different semesters. Also 

piloted fully were GC; CEGEO; and PAC.  All were implemented in 8 different programmes as 

compulsory or optional courses.  Additionally, modules from these courses were used in teaching 

English; The Market, Consumerism and Citizenship; Human Rights; Historical Relationship between 

Humans and Environment; The Role of Civic Education in the 21st Century. 

 

BSU (Georgia) 

BSU ran 10 pilots.   Six courses were piloted fully:  CES and CEGEO piloted fully in its BA Primary 

Education and MA programmes. GC and PAC modules were also used in Methodology of Global 

Challenges, the Programme for Teachers. 

 

KU (Georgia) 

Three CURE courses were integrated into five pilots at KU. Modules from CEGEO, PAC and CES were 

used in Democracy and Citizenship; Ecology and Natural Resource Economics; and partially 

implemented in its BA Primary Education. 

 

BY COURSE NAME 

Global Challenges in the 21st Century (GC) 

This course was piloted 49 times: TSU (16); SAK (10); DYC (7); GACE, BSU, GWACE (4); SJSU, ISU (2). It 

was piloted as a whole course twice.   It was combined with integrating its modules with the 

modules of other CURE course units in 31 courses.     

 

Civic Education for Sustainability (CES) 

This course was piloted 22 times.  It was piloted as a whole course nine times.  Four courses also 

included units from other CURE courses):  SJSU (8); GACE (4); TSU (3); and ISU, KU, BSU (2) and SAK 

(1). 

 

Promoting Active Citizenship (PAC) 

Piloted 55 time by the institutions.  It was piloted as a full course three times.   In 35 courses where 

PAC units were used also other CURE courses were used (most often with the course GC).  It was 

piloted by TSU (16): GACE (12); GWACE (7); DYC (6); BSU (4) SAK, SJSU (3); KU, ISU (2).   

 

Civic Education and Democracy in IL/GE (CEIL/CEGEO) 

This course was piloted 30 times.  Twelve times the course was piloted as a whole course and fifteen 

courses integrated both the units from this course with another course from CURE.    It was piloted: 

ISU (10); SJSU, TSU, BSU (4); KU (3); GACE, DYC (2); GWACE (1).   

 

IMPACT 

Overall feedback from students who completed the questionnaire survey on the CURE courses 

piloted was very positive.  Over 95% of students were more than satisfied and high scores were 

given to both course contents and materials used, noting that they were useful and relevant, well-

structured and organised, interesting and instructive.  They also liked the fact that classroom 

teaching of theory was accompanied by practical assignments, and many felt that they had been 

challenged.  Their appreciation of the dedication and professionalism of the lecturers was also 
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evident.  Students also appreciated that the lecturers encouraged student involvement.  Students 

valued the free discussion space which was prerequisite for the development of independent 

thinking. They felt that they had the opportunity to express their ideas, to review different issues 

critically, and that this was supported by in-depth learning of the study material.  Students felt they 

had learned new knowledge and skills from the courses, including important skills that would help 

them in their future development.  An impressive 98% said they would recommend the courses to 

others.  

 

Below summarises the impact of the CURE courses and quotes from the feedback forms show how 

profoundly the courses impacted the students. 

 

Global Challenges in 21st Century (GC)    

This course encouraged the students to realise the importance of empathy and tolerance for 

establishing democratic relationships.  For example, DYC in Israel incorporated GC module, 

Conflicting Values, Tolerance in a Pluralistic Society in its Moral Education course in workshops for 

in-service civic teachers in Holon, Kfar Saba, Netanya and Tel Aviv.  Participants found that using the 

Imago model, or the Bono ‘hat’ test to stimulate empathy and critical thought on social issues, 

offered an inclusive and diverse view of dilemmas. They found it particularly helpful for dealing with 

dilemmas in Israel Arab-Jewish relations and issues, or those posed by different factions of Judaism 

and the varied parties within Israel.  “The Imago model made me employ a more intellectual 

viewpoint rather than an emotional one to examine issues.” (DYC) 

 

GC also made the students change their perceptions as to their responsibility as citizens and their 

role in the making of a civil society. Its impact on Georgian students was particularly strong. “The 

main merit of the course was making such points within the theoretical issues by the lecturer that 

contributed to my critical thinking.” (TSU) “My awareness of civic activism has increased.  After the 

course I started participating in voluntary and civic activism events.” (TSU) “I would encourage my 

friends and future students to be more tolerant and helpful to others analysing that general 

problems have to be solved together in a collaborative manner.” (TSU) “I would have a great desire 

to do volunteering at the kindergartens, or orphanages where I would help students acquire some of 

the skills necessary for a social life.” (TSU) “Poverty problems made me think more and as a future 

businessman I saw my role and responsibility." (SJSU – student in Business Administration) 

 

Students acquired transferrable skills from the course and said they would use the models in other 

academic areas and aspects of their lives.  “I can boldly say that it was the most exciting course of my 

four years of study and this has furthered my professional development.” (TSU) 

  

Civic Education for Sustainability (CES) 

The course raised students’ awareness about environmental sustainability and protection. Some 

students were at first indifferent but went on to become motivated to find out more about 

environmental issues, and as a result, changed their attitude towards sustainability and resource 

spending.  They also acquired professional knowledge which they could practise outside the 

classroom to engage in activism related to ecological issues.  “Before I did the course I was indifferent 

to ecological problems, now I think these problems are serious.” (TSU)  “The presentations gave me 

ideas for implementation in the kindergarten and it made me realize that it was important to 
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conduct activities about nature and the environment and the other students raised interesting ideas 

that would contribute to me later on.” (GACE) 

 

The innovative use of teaching methodology – autobiography, VaKE and PBL – was welcomed by the 

students as it not only helped develop their critical thinking but also enabled them to put theory into 

practice.   

 

Promoting Active Citizenship 

In this course students learned about their role in society and how to become active and responsible 

citizens. “In the framework of the course I was engaged in volunteer work that I continue to do, even 

in a different way. Everything happened thanks to this course and I will always remember it!” (TSU) 

PAC also exposed them to a variety of cultures they had not experienced before and made them 

understand the meaning of proper dialogue and respectful conversation, i.e. to listen to different 

and conflicting opinions, even if it made them uncomfortable.  “A social activity that I really felt 

changed me was the various contributions from different cultures within a multicultural society in 

which we should have opportunities to exist equally.” (GACE) “As a future teacher I studied how to 

behave if I will have a foreign language child in my class, and how to communicate with students 

who have different religion.” (ISU) 

 

A first year student of Introduction to Informal Education at DYC experienced, “A change to the 

world view regarding thinking of education in general and informal education in particular.”  

 

Civic Education and Democracy in Israel/Georgia 

Students commented that this course had increased their general knowledge about the principles of 

democracy and citizenship responsibility, and heightened their social and political awareness and 

understanding of the power of civic activism.  “I will be a teacher with awareness of citizenship 

education and active involvement.” (GWACE) “I have re-evaluated my understanding of the 

government’s role and the rights and opportunities of citizens to change the government if they don’t 

perform their obligation. Also I became aware that you should not accept or reject any issue without 

analysing it first.” (ISU) Being a young democracy this course was particularly relevant for Georgian 

students.  “I think the course topics were very well selected, i.e. during discussions were presented 

the topical and problematic issues in the contemporary society both in the world and in Georgia.” 

(TSU) 

 

CONCLUSIONS  

“Little steps can cause changes.” (GWACE)  

 

The feedback clearly indicated that the teaching of the CURE courses had a tremendous impact on 

the students who participated.  The introduction of democratic principles, active citizenship, 

ecological issues and environmental sustainability, not only made them realise that every activity, 

however small, has the power to influence and raise public awareness, but also that they as active 

citizens, have the power to create and implement change. 

  

Georgian students thought the introduction of the courses was timely for themselves and for their 

nation. They felt empowered to discard what they called, ‘bad heritage’ – a certain mind-set as a 
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consequence of decades of Russian occupation of Georgia – i.e. fear of authority, passive acceptance 

of hierarchy and not asking questions. “Thank you for helping me in finding myself.” (TSU) Learning 

about human rights, their protection mechanisms and the establishment of civil society encouraged 

some students to think about setting up an NGO to work on students’ rights issues.   

 

In Israel where Arab-Jewish relationships are often fragile, the CURE courses contributed to a greater 

understanding and acceptance of different cultures, more open discussions and dialogues on 

political and religious issues, and the need for more diversity in the classroom.  

 

In both Israel and Georgia, students gained lifelong learning values and skills to promote civic 

education throughout their professional lives.  They also learned to be more assertive, to ask 

challenging questions and think of what might and could be done to make things better.  

 

At the institutional level partner HEIs in Israel and Georgia created new accredited academic 

programmes (BA/MA/BEd), integrated CURE courses, fully as either elective or mandatory within 

their existing courses.  When not implemented as a full course, modules from CURE courses have 

been integrated within existing programmes of study.  Institutions in both countries have also 

implemented numerous educational and charitable projects geared to creating social change. 

  

In Georgia, ISU and TSU acknowledged the benefits of CURE courses by advocating widespread 

reform in the teaching of civic education.  This resulted in a comprehensive report, (to be submitted 

to the Ministry of Education), recommending national curriculum reform for promoting civic 

education in Georgia. 

 

The positive impact of the CURE courses is further enhanced as it is firmly anchored within the 

project’s four-pronged approach: 

 

1. Develop five CURE courses to be piloted and integrated into existing TT programmes. 

2. Provide faculty training at EU partner HEIs for IL and GE academic staff so that they could 

then train their own staff. 

3. Offer in-service teacher training workshops to schools and other institutions 

4. Set up Centres of Social and Civic Involvement (CSCI) for students and staff to initiate and 

engage in community activities 

 

This strategy has ensured that the impact of CURE courses will be felt beyond the classroom.  Their 

principles and values will continue to guide HEIs in faculty training workshops, student leadership 

training, in-service teachers continuing professional development, and community services.  This 

creates a pathway for the ethos of CURE courses to permeate and spread from classroom to faculty 

and then to society as a whole. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

While all the CURE courses were rated very highly on quality, the majority of the students gave them 

an ‘average’ in terms of level of difficulty.  Therefore there is room for institutions to raise the bar 

and stretch the students a bit more.   Below are some suggestions from the student participants as 

how to improve the courses, make them more challenging and take things to the next level.  
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Institutions might like to take the following suggestions into consideration when planning the 

courses for the next academic year: 

 

• Introduce more case studies, practical examples, or situational tasks from the reality of 

today’s schools.  

• Invite guest speakers from different institutions and NGOs to share their practices and 

experiences. 

• Organise visits to educational institutions and the ministry. 

• For online courses, to have some frontal lectures or face to face contact with lecturers. 

• Add field trips to help gain experience about nature and environmental issues. 

• Include informal activities out of the classroom that represent a basis of informal education.  

• Establish mentor and mentee programmes, and award credits to mentors.  

 


